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This paper examines the influence of exposure to extreme luxury on a person’s well-being. Two studies indicate that exposure to

extreme luxury triggers self-protection mechanisms. In particular, after viewing luxury that participants could not afford, they increase

the importance they attach to intrinsic goals versus extrinsic ones.
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attainment of financial success. Finally, Kasser (2002) materialists may constantly strive for more material goods with the expectation 
that these goods will bring happiness. However, when these expectations are unfulfilled, happiness and life satisfaction may be reduced.

The research presented here addresses the latter proposition. Specifically, we were interested in determining whether high materialists 
may be more likely to overestimate the happiness the acquisition of products will bring them. Such an overestimation is known as 
affective forecasting error (Wilson and Gilbert 2002). More specifically, when an individual makes a purchase of an item they feel will 
make them happy, they may overestimate how happy this item will continue to make them feel in the future. If high materialists are 
more prone to affective forecasting error than are low materialists, it may explain why high materialists tend to be less happy with their 
lives than do low materialists.

Although the affective forecasting error has the potential to explain the negative relation between materialism and life satisfaction, 
there is also reason to think that high materialists may be more accurate than low materialists. Because products likely play a more 
central role in the lives of high materialists than low materialists, high materialists may be more involved with their purchases and the 
benefits that products may bring them. If so, then high materialists should actually be better calibrated than low materialists, and thus 
exhibit less affective forecasting error. 

The current studies test these competing hypotheses. In study 1, participants were given the opportunity to be both predictors 
and experiencers for a list of several hedonic products and utilitarian products. The difference between the ratings of the predictors 
and experiencers served as the dependent variable and level of materialism (centrality dimension; Richins and Dawson 1992) was a 
measured independent variable. Individuals scoring in the top and bottom third of the distribution were used to maximize differentiation 
on materialism. The results indicate that high materialists showed no significant affective forecasting error, whereas low materialists 
did, suggesting that high materialists were more accurate in their forecasts. In study 2 (in progress), we further test these results in a 
within subjects, longitudinal design. 
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Extended Abstract
The current paper deals with the (unintended) effect of exposure to extreme luxury on consumer well-being. We use various 

dependent variables that are in one way or another related to consumer well-being. 
Study 1 focuses on goal pursuit, entitlement and individualism. With regard to goal pursuit, we distinguish between extrinsic goals 

(e.g. wealth, fame, image) to intrinsic goals (e.g. growth, relationships, community) (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Individualism also comes in 
two varieties (Sivadas, Bruvold & Nelson, 2008). Horizontal individualists do not want to stand out from a group by aiming at status 
or achievement. By contrast, vertical individualists want to be “the best” and always strive for achievement. Entitlement is a stable and 
pervasive sense that one deserves more and is entitled to more than others and is linked to a pattern of selfish and self-serving beliefs 
and behaviors (Campbell, Bonacci, Shelton, et al., 2004).

Common sense suggests that marketing, like exposure to luxury, can make people somewhat more extrinsically motivated, entitled 
or vertical individualistic. However, we believe that this common sense does not apply for exposure to unattainable luxury. We suggest 
that, in the face of unattainable luxury, consumers may engage in self-protection and downplay the importance of luxury. This may 
affect their goal pursuit. In particular, exposure to extreme luxury may lead consumers to attach more importance to intrinsic goals 
than to extrinsic ones. In addition, we propose that exposure to extreme luxury leads consumers to derogate status differences between 
people. Hence, we expect that exposure to extreme luxury will not affect vertical individualism but rather horizontal individualism. 
Finally, images of extreme luxury may lead to the realization that life does not give you what you want all the time. This may, in turn, 
lead to a decreased sense of entitlement.

Study 1 was set up as an online survey to provide test of the hypotheses. 194 participants were asked to indicate on a 9-point Likert 
scale how much they wanted the object depicted. In the ‘extreme luxury’ condition, participants rated thirty extreme luxury pictures 
(e.g. master bedroom with spectacular view, private jet, private sauna); in the ‘functional’ condition, they rated thirty photos depicting 
functional products (e.g. rolling pin, hammer, ballpoint, calculator). Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions. 
The order of the pictures (who were all pretested) was counterbalanced across participants. After this manipulation, our dependent 
measures were administered, namely motivation (Vansteenkiste & Lens, 2006), entitlement (Campbell et al., 2004) and individualism 
(Sivadas et al., 2008). 
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First, our manipulation proved to be successful. Respondents’ mean scores of how much they wanted the object depicted differed 
significantly between the two conditions. 

Second, results confirmed our predictions and showed that participants who were exposed to extreme luxury received a lower 
entitlement score and were more intrinsically motivated than participants in the functional condition. Moreover, a significant interaction 
effect between condition (extreme luxury/functionality) and individualism (vertical/horizontal) showed no difference for horizontal 
individualism, but a significant lower score for vertical individualism after exposure to extreme luxury.

In study 2, we focus on goal pursuit, materialism, and willingness-to-pay for luxury items. 136 students participated in a lab study. To 
manipulate ‘extreme luxury’ versus ‘functionality’, respondents had to decorate respectively a residence versus a small house. Therefore, 
they received a paper floor plan and three paper photos with possible interiors per room to choose from (either luxury interiors or not). 
Participants had to place their choice of interior on the right room of the floor plan to really make them involved in the task. During the 
experiment, a manipulation boost was used: participants had to choose additional products from a list to use in their newly decorated 
house (e.g. surround system, 150” plasma TV versus watering can, garbage can). We measured goal pursuit as in Study 1, materialism 
using Belk’s (1985) scale, and willingness-to-pay for a room in a luxury hotel. 

Again, our manipulation proved successful. As in study 1, exposure to luxury caused the importance of intrinsic values to increase. 
Exposure to luxury also affected materialism, albeit in a rather complex fashion. On the one hand, envy increased in the luxury condition 
compared to the functional condition. This is consistent with the finding that the possession of anything desirable by another person can 
cause one to feel envy (Schoeck, 1966). After all, the extreme luxury images signals the wealth others may have but is out of reach for the 
ordinary consumer. On the other hand, exposure to extreme luxury decreased the importance one attached to one’s possessions. Possibly, 
individuals devaluate the importance of their own possessions after repeated exposure to extreme luxury. Although possessiveness and 
envy are typically positively related, the opposing effect of exposure to luxury causes the relation to become nonsignificant. Still, both 
increased envy and decreased possessiveness may signal a diminished satisfaction with life. Finally, after exposure to extreme luxury, 
people were willing to pay more for a given luxury room in a hotel. This implies that when people visit a website to book a room in a 
luxury hotel, they would pay more after seeing luxury pages on the internet.

In two studies we found evidence that exposure to luxury may threaten consumers’ well-being. They feel more envy and think 
their possessions are worth less. The decreased entitlement seems to suggest that they become more accepting of huge differences in 
wealth and income. To cope, consumers may increase the value they attach to intrinsic goals. Additional research is needed to further 
investigate the effect of exposure to luxury on well-being. For instance, what will happen when regarding attainable luxury instead of 
unattainable luxury? Moreover, this research project will be expanded as we intend to include regulatory focus as a potential moderator 
because luxury aspects receive more attention when in a promotion focus than in a prevention focus (Werth & Foerster, 2007).
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Extended Abstract
The current paper deals with the effect of desire on a person’s self-esteem, subjective happiness and satisfaction with life. 
Desire is an important determinant of contemporary consumption. Consumer culture constantly exposes people to a stream of 

advertisements for goods. Consequently, people participating in consumer culture are continuously encouraged to desire goods. Due to 
this constant promotion of desire in consumer culture, it is useful to examine the consequences. Belk, Ger and Askegaard (2003) found 
that desire was seen by consumers as a powerful positive affective state that is both uncomfortable and pleasant. Additionally, perceived 


